MINHA CASA—NOSSA CIDADE: FROM "MINHA VIDA" TO "NOSSA CIDADE"

We feel alike, we feel akin in the towns, in the villages, in the settlements; not because we suffer from afflictions and irritations, the law and the police, but because the love of the streets unites us, levels us, brings us together. [...] The street continues, killing nouns, transforming the meaning of words, imposing on the dictionaries the term it invents, creating the jargon that will become the standard legacy of the lexicons of tomorrow.

—João do Rio, The Enchanting Soul of the Streets

The present book publication arrives in a moment of change. The exhibition "Minha Casa—Nossa Cidade: Innovating Popular Housing in Brazil" preceding this publication was opened at the same time that a major event in the country’s history took place in the streets of Rio de Janeiro. Millions of people

---

A basic structure provided by the MCMV program...

Model of the tower-house typology showing the basic structure. Two attached tower houses share the same circulatory infrastructure.

Let the forest grow by minimizing the footprint of buildings.

The double tower house includes individual entrances on the ground floor. Using the typical plot size in accordance with the MCMV program, the proposed vertical typology increases density without reducing the ground surface, leaving it available for vegetation growth.
The basic structure should encourage residents to expand and customize their unit.

Stage 1
40.5 m²
Basic house:
Living room + kitchen,
bathroom, bedroom,
terraces, parking

Stage 2
58.5 m²
Additional:
Office / commerce / workshop / bedroom

Stage 3
80 m²
Additional:
Bathroom, terraces, bedroom / living room

Stage 4
98 m²
Additional:
Office / workshop / bedroom / living room

Stage 5
111.3 m²
Additional:
Bedroom and external stair

As a family grows, so can their house!

The construction of a basic typology with the possibility of expansion enhances flexibility and diversity, and, at the same time, drastically reduces the construction costs. The tower house has the possibility to expand up to 98.6 square meters and could potentially contain a workshop, living room, kitchen, dining room, bathroom, living room, two bedrooms, and a terrace.
City and nature, private and public, inside and outside blend together ...
... into a sustainable and diverse habitat.